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Democracy and diversity
For us, social justice is only possible 
based on democracy and participa- 
tion. This includes enabling accessibility  
and inclusion by means of equality, 
engagement, and self-determination. The 
fight for a (city) society in which people 
do not have to compromise, or worse, 
hide, their identity and individuality  
lies at the heart of our green politics. 
Moreover, we fight for a society which 
people can live and participate in safely, 
free of discrimination, and in self- 
determination. This includes enabling  
a strong, thriving cultural life in  
the city.

That’s why we stand for...

-  more participation through stronger  
 citizens’ councils and more engagement

-  the recognition of and equality for  
 all genders

-  an action-plan to achieve equal opportunities  
 and treatment for the LGBTQI community 

-  more facilities to provide support for people  
 who suffer domestic violence

-  public all-gender-toilets

-  free sanitary products (sanitary towels,  
 tampons) in public toilets

-  electronic health cards for displaced and  
 illegalised people

-  the active promotion of culture in Göttingen,  
 especially of social culture

-  a support structure for the creative industry  
 provided by local politics

Economy and  
public administration
We GRÜNE want to promote the local 
economy in a way that preserves good, 
safe jobs, creates new ones, and is 
bound to the ‘economy of the common 
good’ concept. We want companies that 
work sustainably to stay in Göttingen 
and to be able to develop. We support
spin-off companies from the science 
sector and will improve conditions for 
local trade and shops. Through sus- 
tainable promotion and funding, we can 
further establish Göttingen as the  
place to be for science and business.

That’s why we stand for...

-  making the city centre a more attractive  
 place to spend time

-  local vocational training associations  
 to support local craft(wo)manship

-  the digitalisation of public administration  
 facilities

-  better measures to stop long-term  
 unemployment

-  citizens’ councils

-  the rollout of broadband networks

-  more co-working spaces in all neighbour- 
 hoods

-  the city and the region administrations   
 working together more intensively
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Change begins here.

Change  
begins here  
… with you! 

On the 12th September,  
as German or EU-Member State citizen,  
you can cast your vote for the following 
green candidates: 
mayoress Doreen Fragel  
www.doreen-fragel.de
district administrator Marie Kollenrott 
www.mariekollenrott.de
city council
county council  
local councils in Göttingen 
www.gruene-goettingen.de



That’s why we stand for...

-  improved capacities for pre-schools and  
 kindergartens in all neighbourhoods

-  individualised support for educationally  
 disadvantaged people

-  inclusion and participation opportunities  
 for people with disabilities

-  more affordable housing

-  innovative and common good-orientated  
 housing concepts

-  measures against speculation with and  
 neglect of rental properties

-  more resources for the public health  
 and  care sectors

Education and Social Welfare
Everybody should be able to live in 
Göttingen safely, free of discrimination, 
and enjoying equal rights. We want  
a family-friendly city — for traditional,  
patchwork, one parent, or rainbow 
families. In our Göttingen, the quality  
of someones education does not depend 
on their social status, housing is afford- 
able for everybody, and pleasant neigh-
bourhoods encourage social cohesion. 
For us, good healthcare provision  
and sanction-free social services are 
key to achieve a high quality of life  
in our city.

12.9. :
vote green!

That’s why we stand for...

-  a car-free city centre

-  a 30 km/h speed limit within the  
 city  boundaries

-  building sustainably

-  one large tree per 10 parking spaces

-  ‚greening‘ all non-built-up spaces

-  enabling bi-directional cycling on  
 one-way streets

-  more car-free bus and bicycle roads

-  replacing motorised delivery  
 transport with cargo-bikes and electric  
 vehicles in the city  centre

Climate, environment,  
sustainable mobility
The manmade climate crisis is a huge 
threat to our livelihoods and to natural 
and biological diversity. Thus, for us,  
the Paris Climate Agreement 1.5-degree 
goal is not negotiable. All efforts of  
the city administration and council must 
aim at reaching carbon neutrality in
Göttingen by 2030. The transition of the 
energy system must be tackled with 
resolve, taking into account the potential 
of different types of renewable energy 
in our city. The Göttingen we want 
provides enough green spaces to relax, 
clean air to breathe, and, thus, an en- 
hanced quality of life for her inhabitants.

In the next five years, we, 

BÜNDNIS 90 / DIE GRÜNEN, 
Stadtverband Göttingen 
will shape a more sustainable city  
that is a pleasure to live in. With us, 
Göttingen will become more social, 
more inclusive, and more united.  
The next few years will be decisive in 
containing the climate crisis and en- 
vironmental destruction. At the same 
time, we must strengthen social  
cohesion, fight racism, and refine the 
democratic coexistence in our city. 
Guided by a political system developed 
with and shaped by you, our offer  
is a city that enables us all to enjoy  
the benefits of an urban environment.

Did you 
know?

You can cast your vote up to 6 weeks
  before the election - by post or  
  at your electoral office
gruene.de/briefwahl
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Change begins here.


